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FISCH

Catalyzing the transition towards sustainability by stimulating innovations in chemistry

FISCH identifies innovations in all aspects of the chemical value chain and facilitates, promotes and catalyzes the process of valorization.
What we do

Support companies with their innovation activities from idea to funding

Partner matching
Project setup
Funding
Setting up projects

For FISCH earmarked budget:

✔ Support and coordination of FISCH program manager during the process, until approval by IWT

✔ Follow-up, reporting and evaluation during execution

For other channels:

✔ Flexible depending on strategic fit

✔ IWT directly (ex. bilateral projects), AO, European
Partner Matching

Open Innovation
- At least 3 companies (for FISCH projects)
- If required, collaboration with multiple knowledge/research centres
- Regionally anchored (value)chain projects

Creation of collective interests and gains
- Efficient use of available means
- Leverage the results
- Stimulate regional research and competence centers
WE help you INNOVATE

Resources

Micro Algae

Renewable Chemicals

Processes

Separation Technology

Microprocess Technology

Products

Polymer Recycling

Sidestream Valorization
Inspiration

Resources
- Biobased materials with add-on features
- Renewable additives and agents
- Compatibilizers

Processes
- Improved separation processes
- Material scan and identification
- Depolymerisation

Products
- Tracers and triggers
- Smart adhesion technology
- Stabilisation of polymers
You have a project idea or potential opportunity, with or without partners identified

- FISCH team can help to define a project
- FISCH can identify necessary partners and facilitate cooperation
- FISCH can provide support from its own earmarked budget

Contact the FISCH-team
Thank You!
Questions?

Keep me informed!

Go to www.fi-sch.be and register to receive notifications about upcoming projects!